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When configuring and troubleshooting the ACE, it helps to have an understanding of the way that the 

ACE handles MAC addresses for its various interface types.  There are three different MAC address types 

that you will see in the ARP cache of the ACE, including the burned-in address, shared VLAN addresses, 

and virtual addresses. 

Burned-In MAC Addresses 

Each ACE has eight burned-in MAC addresses.  The first one is only used by the Supervisor to 

communicate across the backplane to the module.  Of the remaining seven burned-in addresses, only 

the first one is used by the ACE.  The last six remain unused at this time.  You can find the burned-in 

MAC addresses of your ACE with the following command: 

ACEA/Admin# show np 1 interface iflookup 

 

First burnt-in MAC: 00:18:73:e4:ff:65 

Last  burnt-in MAC: 00:18:73:e4:ff:6b 

No of burnt-in MACs: 7 

 

Notice that this output does not include the burned-in MAC used by the Supervisor.  The first burned-in 

MAC listed will be used for all physical interfaces on the ACE.  This includes all physical interfaces in all 

contexts, with two exceptions.  The first exception is for interfaces in which the administrator of the ACE 

would like to use a unique MAC address.  This can be accomplished if necessary by using the ‘mac-

address autogenerate’ interface command, which will be covered later in this document.  The second 

exception is when a common VLAN is allocated to multiple contexts.  This is known as a shared VLAN, 

and will also be covered later. 

 

Below is the ARP cache of this ACE configured with two interfaces.  VLAN 4002 will eventually be used as 

an FT (Fault Tolerant) VLAN interface. 

 
ACEA/Admin# show arp 

 

Context Admin 

================================================================================ 

IP ADDRESS      MAC-ADDRESS        Interface  Type      Encap  NextArp(s) Status 

================================================================================ 

160.10.40.4     00.18.73.e4.ff.65  vlan640   INTERFACE  LOCAL     _         up 

192.168.12.13   00.18.73.e4.ff.65  vlan4002  INTERFACE  LOCAL     _         up 

================================================================================ 

Total arp entries 2 
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Notice that it has used the same burned-in MAC address for both physical interfaces.  Below is the ARP 

cache from a user context called SLB on the same ACE.  This context has two VLAN interfaces in VLAN 

510 and VLAN 511.  Note that the same burned-in MAC address that was used for the Admin context 

VLAN interfaces is also used in the SLB context’s interfaces. 

ACEA/SLB# show arp 

 

Context SLB 

================================================================================ 

IP ADDRESS      MAC-ADDRESS        Interface  Type      Encap  NextArp(s) Status 

================================================================================ 

150.10.10.7     00.18.73.e4.ff.65  vlan510   INTERFACE  LOCAL     _         up 

151.10.10.7     00.18.73.e4.ff.65  vlan511   INTERFACE  LOCAL     _         up 

================================================================================ 

Total arp entries 2 

 

Shared VLANs 

When a common VLAN is allocated to more than one context, it is considered a shared VLAN.  Shared 

VLAN interfaces do not use the burned-in MAC address.  Instead, the ACE will use one MAC address 

from a bank of 1,024 MAC addresses for each interface on the VLAN.  By default, when the ACE boots 

up, it will randomly select a Host ID which will be used to determine which bank of MAC addresses it will 

use.  There are 16 possible banks that can be selected.  Shared VLAN MAC addresses always begin with 

00.12.43.dc.xx.yy.  See table 1 below. 

Table 1 

ACE Shared VLAN MAC Address Banks 

shared-vlan-
hostid 

NP Host ID MAC Addresses MAC Address Range 

1 0 0 – 1023 00:12:43:dc:6b:00 to 00:12:43:dc:6e:ff 

2 1 1024 – 2047 00:12:43:dc:6f:00 to 00:12:43:dc:72:ff 

3 2 2048 – 3071 00:12:43:dc:73:00 to 00:12:43:dc:76:ff 

4 3 3072 – 4095 00:12:43:dc:77:00 to 00:12:43:dc:7a:ff 

5 4 4096 – 5119 00:12:43:dc:7b:00 to 00:12:43:dc:7e:ff 

6 5 5120 – 6143 00:12:43:dc:7f:00 to 00:12:43:dc:82:ff 

7 6 6144 – 7167 00:12:43:dc:83:00 to 00:12:43:dc:86:ff 

8 7 7168 – 8191 00:12:43:dc:87:00 to 00:12:43:dc:8a:ff 

9 8 8192 – 9215 00:12:43:dc:8b:00 to 00:12:43:dc:8e:ff 

10 9 9216 – 10239 00:12:43:dc:8f:00 to 00:12:43:dc:92:ff 

11 10 10240 – 11263 00:12:43:dc:93:00 to 00:12:43:dc:96:ff 

12 11 11264 – 12287 00:12:43:dc:97:00 to 00:12:43:dc:9a:ff 

13 12 12288 – 13311 00:12:43:dc:9b:00 to 00:12:43:dc:9e:ff 

14 13 13312 – 14335 00:12:43:dc:9f:00 to 00:12:43:dc:a2:ff 

15 14 14336 – 15359 00:12:43:dc:a3:00 to 00:12:43:dc:a6:ff 

16 15 15360 - 16384 00:12:43:dc:a7:00 to 00:12:43:dc:aa:ff 
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Below, an interface in VLAN 640 has been added to the SLB context on ACEA.  Since VLAN 640 is already 

used in the Admin context, this makes VLAN 640 become a shared VLAN.  Notice that the ACE now uses 

a MAC address from the shared VLAN MAC address bank instead of the burned-in MAC, and each 

interface in the shared VLAN gets a unique MAC address.  This ACE has booted up and randomly 

selected NP Host ID 4 which was used to select the 5th bank of MAC addresses. 

ACEA/Admin# show np 1 interface iflookup 

 

First burnt-in MAC: 00:18:73:e4:ff:65 

Last  burnt-in MAC: 00:18:73:e4:ff:6b 

No of burnt-in MACs: 7 

Hostid: 4 

Shared vlan macs currently in use (offset from 4096): 0-2 

Vlan-vmac indexes currently in use: 0-2 

 

 

ACEA/Admin# show arp 

 

Context Admin 

================================================================================ 

IP ADDRESS      MAC-ADDRESS        Interface  Type      Encap  NextArp(s) Status 

================================================================================ 

160.10.40.4     00.12.43.dc.7b.00  vlan640   INTERFACE  LOCAL     _         up 

192.168.12.13   00.18.73.e4.ff.65  vlan4002  INTERFACE  LOCAL     _         up 

================================================================================ 

Total arp entries 2 

 

 

ACEA/SLB# show arp 

 

Context SLB 

================================================================================ 

IP ADDRESS      MAC-ADDRESS        Interface  Type      Encap  NextArp(s) Status 

================================================================================ 

150.10.10.7     00.18.73.e4.ff.65  vlan510   INTERFACE  LOCAL     _         up 

151.10.10.7     00.18.73.e4.ff.65  vlan511   INTERFACE  LOCAL     _         up 

160.10.40.7     00.12.43.dc.7b.02  vlan640   INTERFACE  LOCAL     _         up 

================================================================================ 

Total arp entries 3 

 

While this design will work fine when there is only a single ACE on a shared VLAN, adding a redundant 

ACE could lead to communication problems due to duplicate MAC addresses being use.  This will happen 

if more than one ACE on the shared VLAN randomly selects the same NP Host ID when they boot up.  

This will cause them to use the same bank of MAC addresses for their shared VLAN interfaces.   

In the example below, we have used the same configuration as shown above, but now there is a 

redundant ACE.  ACEA owns the three x.x.x.7 IP addresses and is active for the three x.x.x.9 alias 

addresses.  ACEB owns the three x.x.x.8 addresses.  If both ACE modules booted up and selected NP 

Host ID 4, then they would both use the same bank of MAC addresses.  Notice in the output below that 

ACEA uses the same MAC address for its 160.10.40.7 interface in VLAN 640 as ACEB uses for its 

160.10.40.8 interface in the same VLAN. 
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ACEA/SLB# show arp 

 

 

Context SLB 

================================================================================ 

IP ADDRESS      MAC-ADDRESS        Interface  Type      Encap  NextArp(s) Status 

================================================================================ 

150.10.10.7     00.18.73.e4.ff.65  vlan510   INTERFACE  LOCAL     _         up 

150.10.10.9     00.0b.fc.fe.1b.02  vlan510   ALIAS      LOCAL     _         up 

151.10.10.7     00.18.73.e4.ff.65  vlan511   INTERFACE  LOCAL     _         up 

151.10.10.9     00.0b.fc.fe.1b.02  vlan511   ALIAS      LOCAL     _         up 

160.10.40.1     00.00.0c.07.ac.00  vlan640   GATEWAY    6      248 sec      up 

160.10.40.7     00.12.43.dc.7b.02  vlan640   INTERFACE  LOCAL     _         up 

160.10.40.9     00.0b.fc.fe.1b.02  vlan640   ALIAS      LOCAL     _         up 

================================================================================ 

Total arp entries 7 

 

 

ACEB/SLB# show arp 

 

 

Context SLB 

================================================================================ 

IP ADDRESS      MAC-ADDRESS        Interface  Type      Encap  NextArp(s) Status 

================================================================================ 

150.10.10.8     00.19.2f.a7.00.e1  vlan510   INTERFACE  LOCAL     _         up 

151.10.10.8     00.19.2f.a7.00.e1  vlan511   INTERFACE  LOCAL     _         up 

160.10.40.1     00.00.0c.07.ac.00  vlan640   GATEWAY    6      217 sec      up 

160.10.40.8     00.12.43.dc.7b.02  vlan640   INTERFACE  LOCAL     _         up 

================================================================================ 

Total arp entries 4 

 

This problem can be avoided by manually configuring the redundant ACE modules to use a specific (and 

unique) NP Host ID to calculate which bank of MAC addresses to use instead of randomly picking a Host 

ID.  This can be accomplished by configuring the shared-vlan-hostid and peer shared-vlan-hostid in the 

Admin context of the active ACE.  If these commands are added to and existing installation, then a 

reboot will be required to get the new Host ID, and hence the bank of MAC addresses, to take effect. 

Below, the active ACE is configured to use shared-vlan-hostid 5 and a peer shared-vlan-hostid 6, which 

will cause them to use NP Host IDs of 4 and 5, respectively.  This is because the possible values to 

configure are between 1 and 16 inclusive, but the actual underlying host ID values used by the ACE map 

to a value between 0 and 15 inclusive. 
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ACEA/Admin# config t 

ACEA/Admin(config)# shared-vlan-hostid 5 

ACEA/Admin(config)# peer shared-vlan-hostid 6 

ACEA/Admin# exit 

 

 

ACEA/Admin# show np 1 interface iflookup 

 

First burnt-in MAC: 00:18:73:e4:ff:65 

Last  burnt-in MAC: 00:18:73:e4:ff:6b 

No of burnt-in MACs: 7 

Hostid: 4 

Shared vlan macs currently in use (offset from 4096): 0-2 

Vlan-vmac indexes currently in use: 0-2 

 

ACEB/Admin# show np 1 interface iflookup 

 

First burnt-in MAC: 00:19:2f:a7:00:e1 

Last  burnt-in MAC: 00:19:2f:a7:00:e7 

No of burnt-in MACs: 7 

Hostid: 5 

Shared vlan macs currently in use (offset from 5120): 0-2 

Vlan-vmac indexes currently in use: 0-2 

 

The two ACE modules will no longer use duplicate MAC addresses for shared VLAN interfaces because 

they will be using MAC addresses from different banks of MAC addresses. 

ACEA/SLB# show arp 

 

Context SLB 

================================================================================ 

IP ADDRESS      MAC-ADDRESS        Interface  Type      Encap  NextArp(s) Status 

================================================================================ 

150.10.10.7     00.18.73.e4.ff.65  vlan510   INTERFACE  LOCAL     _         up 

150.10.10.9     00.0b.fc.fe.1b.02  vlan510   ALIAS      LOCAL     _         up 

151.10.10.7     00.18.73.e4.ff.65  vlan511   INTERFACE  LOCAL     _         up 

151.10.10.9     00.0b.fc.fe.1b.02  vlan511   ALIAS      LOCAL     _         up 

160.10.40.1     00.00.0c.07.ac.00  vlan640   GATEWAY    6      163 sec      up 

160.10.40.7     00.12.43.dc.7b.02  vlan640   INTERFACE  LOCAL     _         up 

160.10.40.9     00.0b.fc.fe.1b.02  vlan640   ALIAS      LOCAL     _         up 

================================================================================ 

Total arp entries 7 

 

 

ACEB/SLB# show arp 

 

Context SLB 

================================================================================ 

IP ADDRESS      MAC-ADDRESS        Interface  Type      Encap  NextArp(s) Status 

================================================================================ 

150.10.10.8     00.19.2f.a7.00.e1  vlan510   INTERFACE  LOCAL     _         up 

151.10.10.8     00.19.2f.a7.00.e1  vlan511   INTERFACE  LOCAL     _         up 

160.10.40.1     00.00.0c.07.ac.00  vlan640   GATEWAY    6      128 sec      up 

160.10.40.8     00.12.43.dc.7f.02  vlan640   INTERFACE  LOCAL     _         up 

================================================================================ 

Total arp entries 4 
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Mac-address autogenerate 

In most scenarios, using the same burned-in MAC address for multiple non-shared VLAN interfaces on 

the ACE does not present a problem.  However, in some cases, such as when a transparent firewall is 

bridging two VLANs, this may not be appropriate.  If this reason, or any other, prompts the administrator 

to want or need unique MAC addresses to be used, the ACE can be configured to use one of the MAC 

addresses from the selected bank for the physical interfaces.  This is accomplished with the mac-address 

autogenerate interface configuration command. 

In the previous output display, you’ll notice that the ACEA interfaces in the SLB context for VLANs 510 

and 511 uses the same burned-in MAC address for IP addresses 150.10.10.7 and 151.10.10.7.  If this 

presents a problem, then the following configuration can be added to one or both of these interfaces on 

the active ACE: 

ACEA/SLB# confi t 

ACEA/SLB(config)# int vlan 510 

ACEA/SLB(config-if)# mac-address autogenerate 

ACEA/SLB(config-if)# exit 

ACEA/SLB(config)# exit 

 

Below you will see the results of the above commands and notice that the VLAN 510 interface 

150.10.10.7 now uses a MAC address from the bank instead of the burned-in MAC address.  This makes 

it unique from the MAC address used for VLAN 511 interface 151.10.10.7. 

ACEA/SLB# show arp 

 

 

Context SLB 

================================================================================ 

IP ADDRESS      MAC-ADDRESS        Interface  Type      Encap  NextArp(s) Status 

================================================================================ 

150.10.10.7     00.12.43.dc.7b.03  vlan510   INTERFACE  LOCAL     _         up 

150.10.10.9     00.0b.fc.fe.1b.02  vlan510   ALIAS      LOCAL     _         up 

151.10.10.7     00.18.73.e4.ff.65  vlan511   INTERFACE  LOCAL     _         up 

151.10.10.9     00.0b.fc.fe.1b.02  vlan511   ALIAS      LOCAL     _         up 

160.10.40.1     00.00.0c.07.ac.00  vlan640   GATEWAY    6      236 sec      up 

160.10.40.7     00.12.43.dc.7b.02  vlan640   INTERFACE  LOCAL     _         up 

160.10.40.9     00.0b.fc.fe.1b.02  vlan640   ALIAS      LOCAL     _         up 

================================================================================ 

Total arp entries 7 
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Virtual MAC Addresses 

In the above output, you’ll notice that all three alias addresses also use the same MAC address, but it is 

not from a bank of MAC addresses, and it is not a burned-in MAC address.  This is because virtual IP 

addresses use virtual MAC addresses.  Virtual addresses include those used for VIP addresses, NAT 

addresses (dynamic and static), and alias addresses.  These will all use a MAC address in the following 

form: 

 00.0b.fc.fe.1b.<ft-group> 

For example, the SLB context is configured in the Admin context and uses FT group 2.  If you convert the 

decimal number 2 to a hex value, you get 0x02.  Therefore, the MAC address used in the SLB context for 

all virtual IP addresses will be 00.0b.fc.fe.1b.02. 

Context SLB 

================================================================================ 

IP ADDRESS      MAC-ADDRESS        Interface  Type      Encap  NextArp(s) Status 

================================================================================ 

150.10.10.8     00.12.43.dc.77.02  vlan510   INTERFACE  LOCAL     _         up 

150.10.10.9     00.0b.fc.fe.1b.02  vlan510   ALIAS      LOCAL     _         up 

151.10.10.8     00.19.2f.a7.00.e1  vlan511   INTERFACE  LOCAL     _         up 

151.10.10.9     00.0b.fc.fe.1b.02  vlan511   ALIAS      LOCAL     _         up 

151.10.10.21    00.10.58.5a.0f.75  vlan511   LEARNED    6      1080 sec     up 

151.10.10.22    00.07.85.43.6c.77  vlan511   LEARNED    14     1678 sec     up 

151.10.10.200   00.50.56.ae.36.2c  vlan511   RSERVER    7      199 sec      up 

151.10.10.201   00.50.56.ae.20.a2  vlan511   RSERVER    8      199 sec      up 

151.10.10.202   00.50.56.ae.16.be  vlan511   RSERVER    9      199 sec      up 

151.10.10.203   00.50.56.ae.33.80  vlan511   LEARNED    11     1087 sec     up 

151.10.10.220   00.0b.fc.fe.1b.02  vlan511   NAT        LOCAL     _         up 

 - 151.10.10.223 

160.10.40.1     00.00.0c.07.ac.00  vlan640   GATEWAY    10     199 sec      up 

160.10.40.8     00.12.43.dc.77.03  vlan640   INTERFACE  LOCAL     _         up 

160.10.40.9     00.0b.fc.fe.1b.02  vlan640   ALIAS      LOCAL     _         up 

160.10.40.13    00.0b.fc.fe.1b.02  vlan640   VSERVER    LOCAL     _         up 

160.10.40.21    00.10.58.5a.0f.76  vlan640   LEARNED    13     1478 sec     up 

================================================================================ 

Total arp entries 16 

 

ARP Cache 

By default, configured addresses on the ACE will age out of the ARP cache in 5 minutes.  Configured 

addresses include those such as the configured gateway or gateways, rservers, etc.  This can be changed 

with the arp interval global configuration command.  Learned ARP entries such as those that the ACE 

learns passively, such as the FT peer address and other devices on the local subnet will age out after 4 

hours.  This can be changed with the arp learned-interval global configuration command. 

The ARP entry for a VIP, which shows as a VSERVER type entry, will only show up in the ARP cache if the 

VIP address is in the same IP network or subnet as the IP address of the interface on which the policy-

map is applied.   


